In search of basal distortion product generators.
The 2f1-f2 distortion product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) is thought to arise primarily from the complex interaction of components that come from two different cochlear locations. Such distortion has its origin in the nonlinear interaction on the basilar membrane of the excitation patterns resulting from the two stimulus tones, f1 and f2. Here we examine the spatial extent of initial generation of the 2f1-f2 OAE by acoustically traumatizing the base of the cochlea and so eliminating the contribution of the basal region of the cochlea to the generation of 2f1-f2. Explicitly, amplitude-modulated, or continuously varying in level, stimulus tones with f2/f1= 1.2 and f2 =8000-8940 Hz were used to generate the 2f1-f2 DPOAE in guinea pig before and after acoustically traumatizing the basal region of the cochlea (the origin of any basal-to-f2 distortion product generators). It was found, based on correlation analysis, that there does not appear to be a basal-to-f2 distortion product generation mechanism contributing significantly to the guinea pig 2f1-f2 OAE up to L1 = 80 dB sound pressure level (SPL).